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Preliminary Documents

Upon confirmation of booking you will receive some paperwork prepared specifically for you.

1. An invoice which acknowledges your deposit. Take the time to check the dates and figures
to ensure the details of what is being booked are all correct for you.

2. Your travel insurance, if purchased from us, which indicates the conditions of cover.

3. A disclaimer form to return to us if you are using your own insurance.

4. General information (this booklet) about France.

5. Our Terms and Conditions

Payment 

Your final balance payment should reach us at least 10 weeks before departure.

By credit/debit card: Please call our office to pay by card. If using a credit card we do make
an administration charge of 2% on all balance payments (deposits are not affected).

By cheque: Balances paid by cheque incur no surcharge and we welcome these. Please write
your holiday reference number on the back of the cheque and make it payable to Belle France.

By bank transfer: You will find our bank details at the bottom of our letterhead. Please include
your holiday reference number in the reference field. You will incur no charge for this.

About your booking
Contact with Belle France
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Travel Pack 

At least three weeks before departure, you will be sent a comprehensive Travel Pack:

1. Personal itinerary with dates

2. Walking, cycling or driving route notes and a map

3. Reservation vouchers to present on arrival at each hotel, or authorisation if we book
through a French agent

4. Rail tickets or ferry voucher where applicable

5. Travel Sheet with guidance / directions

6. Labels for your luggage

7. A questionnaire for completion on return

We send packs that include rail tickets by Special Delivery which will require a signature
upon receipt. Travel packs to other countries are sent by courier at a supplementary charge
to avoid delayed delivery. Overseas packs are sent by courier.

If you haven’t received your travel pack within 14 days of departure then please contact
our office immediately to give us time to send duplicates.
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Changing a Booking

Once you have made a booking with Belle France, we reserve the right to charge an amendment
fee of £25 payable for any alterations made to your holiday arrangements, according to the nature
of the amendment. A change of holiday start date would incur a charge, whereas changing a car
registration number would not.

Requests for changes must be made as early as possible – there is no guarantee that they can
be achieved.

Alterations within eight weeks of departure: If you wish to alter your holiday by more than two
weeks this will be treated as a cancellation and your new holiday arrangements will be treated
as a new booking.

Alterations within two weeks of departure: All such alterations will be treated as a cancellation
and your new holiday arrangements will be treated as a new booking.

Alterations whilst on holiday: We will do our best to accommodate any alteration but reserve the
right to charge a £25 amendment fee to cover administration costs. You will be required to pay any
extra costs (if any) for alternative accommodation or facilities not pre-booked.

Passports

You must possess a full 10 year British Passport, valid for beyond the return date, even for
children under 16. Sort out passports early because there are sometimes delays at passport
offices for renewal. 

For more information go to www.gov.uk or call the Passport Advice-line on 0300 222 0000
which is available Mon – Fri 8am – 8pm, Sat – Sun 9am to 6.30pm.

Documents

Take your insurance certificate with you and ensure that you possess a European Health Insurance
Card, which you can obtain by application through your main Post Office but which may take a few
weeks to arrive. See more on page 15. 

If driving you must carry with you your driving licence and vehicle registration document. If driving
a firm’s car, proof of ownership or permission to drive is required. You must also carry car insurance.
Whilst only third party is legally required and most policies provide up to thirty days of basic cover
you must notify your insurer of your travel plans. You may need to pay a supplement to extend
comprehensive cover so check the detail with your insurer.

Foreign Office Travel Advice - France

The information given in this booklet is not the totality of what you may need to know. The official
recommendations, mainly about safety and travel, are regularly updated and can be read on
www.fco.gov.uk and for health-related advice go to www.dh.gov.uk/travellers.

Visas 

For non-EU nationals, the French authorities have introduced stricter visa requirements.
Please check with your local French Embassy or regional consulate because it is your
responsibility to ensure that you can get through immigration. 

Administration
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Your Itinerary

Please do check the booking confirmation that you receive with this handbook. You must
ensure that your dates of travel fit the starting and finishing dates of your holiday. Many people
choose to add a few extra nights at the start or end of their Belle France holiday to do their own
thing, so we are dependent on you to check we’ve booked your outward and return journeys for
the dates requested. 

If you are unsure about any aspect of travel (Paris cross-overs, journey times, connections, pickups
or timetables) please phone for clarification.

Starting Dates and Times

The starting date in the brochure - “Day One” - is the day of the first night in the hotel in the holiday
area. So, the starting date could be several days after the date of departure from the UK if you have
overnight stops.

On Day One, public transport arrivals are frequently met by a driver and transferred to their hotel.
Holidaymakers travelling by car generally go to the first hotel, arriving after 2.00pm and before
6.30pm, in time for the evening meal. 

If you are likely to arrive later than 7.00pm, please attempt to inform the hotelier that you will be late.

Questionnaires

When you receive your Travel Pack we will enclose a questionnaire for completion on your return.
Filling in questionnaires is voluntary and your feedback allows us to develop our holidays to the
satisfaction of all. Kind comments are encouraging, constructive criticism is enlightening and both
lead to more fulfilling holidays. 

Complaints

Belle France holidays are mobile, complex and involve the coordination of many suppliers to ensure
all goes smoothly. Small niggles, for example that barking dog in the house across the street, are
best ignored or mentioned immediately to the supplier concerned. 

But if a serious aspect of the Belle France service displeases you, do let us know immediately.
Do not await your return to the UK. You must contact us whilst still on holiday, either at the
UK office or on one of the emergency numbers you have been given.

We will generally be able to do something about it. But, we cannot even start to solve a local
problem if we are not made aware of it.

Details of Belle France contact times are in your trip information notes. The emergency numbers
are designed to give you 24 hour contact with Belle France personnel.

Travel Information
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Taxis and Pickups

If you miss your train and arrive at times other than that for which you are expected or, if you
get off at the wrong stop, then the arrangements we make for your pickup are lost. You will then
need to find your own way to the starting point. If you have to make an extra taxi journey yourself
then regrettably it will be at your own cost since these unscheduled journeys are not included
in the price of the holiday.

Missing Connections

It is important that you know your travel itinerary, what connections and pickups there are, if any,
and what to do about them if any part of the journey becomes unscheduled. Many holidays start in
obscure places which often necessitate different types of travel, for example, Eurostar, Metro, train
then taxi.

Car Size

Please let us know if you are travelling with an over-height vehicle, now classified as above 1.8m,
which includes roof racks. This also applies if you are carrying bikes on the back of the car, or any
vehicle over 5m long. If these extra dimensions are not reported to us, you may be charged extra at
the port and, more importantly, may not be able to board your chosen vessel because your vehicle
does not fit the space allocated.

Changing Cars

If you change your car and the registration number no longer tallies with that on the booking form,
you must inform us as soon as the change occurs.

Car Parking

Customers arriving by car unload their vehicles at the first hotel for the first night and generally 
keep the vehicle there. Cars may be stored at bike workshop car parks, hotel car parks or outside 
in the street as indicated in the brochure. Please note that cars are always parked at your own risk.
Enclosed or garage parking at hotels will often incur a local charge direct to the hotel.
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Travel Choices

Ferry inclusive: Our base prices include a return off-peak P&O Dover – Calais crossing.
Other routes and sailing times, extra long or extra high vehicles, as well as bike carriers, carry
a supplement.

Rail: Return standard rail tickets, with reserved seats on Eurostar and TGV main lines, not on
local lines. All reservations are non smoking. Our reservations are changeable should unforeseen
circumstances arise up to two weeks before departure for a nominal administration fee.

Be aware that public on-line bookings usually cannot be changed.

Station pickups: Included on some holidays. Pickups are for specified train arrivals and departures
only. If you miss your train then you’ll miss your pick-up.

In order that a taxi driver can recognise you please ensure that Belle France luggage labels are
clearly visible.

Own Travel: If you have made your own travel arrangements your holiday with us commences upon
arrival at your first hotel and finishes when you leave the final hotel.

Accommodation & Meals

Holiday prices in the brochure are based upon two people sharing a double bedded room.
Supplements apply to single bedded rooms. We always book bedrooms that have bathrooms with
a WC and shower or bath, except on some of our challenging walks where some hotels may have
shared bathrooms. 

On most of our holidays evening meals are included. Wine is not normally included in the price,
nor are any drinks at table or in the bar. Neither are additional dishes or anything ordered over and
above the meal price specified.

A demi-pension booking often includes a set meal of the day and if this is not to your taste you can
upgrade the menu and pay the difference direct. 

Coffees, snacks, room service, telephones and other hotel services are paid for directly by guests. 

Hotel Facilities

Guests have use of hotel facilities eg swimming pools, where specified. Some facilities, such as
saunas, are generally paid for on the spot. Outside peak season, be aware that not all hotel facilities
are available all of the time.

Belle France Included Extras

• Baggage transport between hotels • Detailed route directions • Maps 
• Local information • Full Travel Pack

Taxes

Prices include VAT and any current transport taxes but do not include any taxes or charges
introduced or increased by governments after printing of the brochure. 

Often any local taxe de séjour is not included; this tourist tax is paid direct to the hotelier and
is approximately €1.50 per person per night according to the quality and standard of the
accommodation. Some hotels have absorbed this in their room rate to us whilst others charge
you locally upon your departure.

What’s Included in the Price of Your Holiday?
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Hotel Standards

The standard of our hotels ranges from simple chambre d’hôtes and auberges to four star
hotels. But you can always expect a comfortable bedroom and friendly staff on hand. Many
hoteliers only speak French. We often choose a hotel for the quality of the restaurant. Our Prestige
holidays include four star hotels and some have Michelin starred restaurants. However be aware
that star ratings in France are often awarded for simple facilities such as a lift rather than the
comfort level of the rooms. 

Bathrooms 

Private bathrooms often have a shower rather than a bath whilst in many provincial hotels
the shower is an attachment over the bath. 

Soap is occasionally not provided so it’s worth bringing your own. Also we suggest bringing
a towel in case you plan to visit river beaches or pools. 

Very rarely, perhaps in the case of a last-minute booking, private bathrooms cannot be provided.
We will always advise you if this is the case. In such an instance, the facilities are not overstrained
because the smaller hotels are rarely crowded and bedrooms will usually have at least a basin
with hot and cold water.

Twin Rooms 

Many rural hoteliers do not provide two single beds in one room. Often, a two bedded room
comprises a double bed and a single bed or even two double beds. You will generally be provided
with such a room if you have requested a twin. 

On occasion a second bed may be installed into a double room to provide separate beds.
These additional beds are usually the full length but not always the full width and they can make
the room rather cramped. 

Single Rooms

Single rooms, that is rooms with a single bed, are not usually found in French hotels. Generally,
single rooms consist of an ordinary double room with standard facilities. Supplements arise because
hotel rooms are priced per room, irrespective of the number of occupants. Tour operators base
their prices on two people sharing and a room occupied by a single person can therefore cost
that person a great deal more. For Prestige holidays we will obtain an individual quotation.

Noise in Hotels

Even deep in the countryside you may hear combine harvesters, cow bells, church bells and
early morning deliveries, particularly in small market towns. In addition some hotels have weddings
or occasional social functions. In booking your hotel we have little control over this and we hope
that you will not be disturbed but perhaps enjoy the local colour and fun of the occasion.

Curtains are not always provided if there are shutters which should be used at night to reduce
the noise and light.

About France
Your Hotels
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Eating Arrangements

The hotels used by Belle France generally include a restaurant for hotel guests, locals and
passers by. On some holidays where hotels have only B & B accommodation, our guests eat
in a local restaurant.

There are two distinct methods of arranging meals; menu prix-fixe or menu pensionnaire.

Most guests eat on a good fixed price (prix-fixe) menu of three or four courses. This is the meal
at a specific price around 28€, (on our Prestige holidays from 50€) of which you are informed in your
notes, and usually indicated on the board outside the restaurant. In the restaurant you eat from
a given menu just as any other passer-by. 

The menu pensionnaire is a set meal planned in advance by the restaurateur. The meal is unpriced,
there is less choice and it is generally arranged for a specific time. 

If there is anything that you cannot eat (or vegetarian requests), you should inform us at the time of
booking. We will then inform the hoteliers. However, we do recommend that you remind each
hotelier when you arrive, in advance of the meal time, as it may not always be possible to change
a particular dish. Chefs are highly idiosyncratic about the way restaurant meals are arranged; there
is no standard procedure.

Customers may have the opportunity to eat on a higher, more gastronomic menu or choose
extra dishes over and above the one which is paid for.

Our customers find the meals are very good but sometimes you may wish to up-grade or request
something special. This will naturally incur a supplement and will be charged locally as an extra,
as with wine or coffee.

Water

Hotel tap water is quite safe but, as in the UK, always ask the hotelier if their tap water is currently
potable (drinkable). Bottled water is widely available and inexpensive. 

Picnics

At most locations there exists a grocers shop, general store or even a street market. For those 
few locations with no shops, the hotels will generally rustle up a picnic lunch at modest cost (order
the night before). Bakeries normally have baguettes, patisseries and croissants as well as heavier
longer lasting breads (pain complet). Tempting selections of biscuits, cakes, cold meats and
country pâtés, local cheeses, fresh fruit and convenient yoghurts are easily found. 

Fruit drinks are widely available, as are individual drinks with straws in cartons. Take care with
alcohol when being active; the tendency for it to dehydrate the body is accelerated. You drink
more in summer and should carry at least 1 litre of liquid per person.

Meals
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Restaurants

The restaurants we choose are typically French. Although they are changing, many conditions
and customs are not the same as ours. Bread and tap water are always provided ad lib. One
should not take bar drinks into the restaurant because the prices are different. Bars are often
closed when the restaurant is open anyway.

Side plates for bread are not provided. In some restaurants you often keep the same knife and fork
for the whole meal unless it is fish. Simply keep the used cutlery on the table. An unreliable rule is
that restaurants with paper tablecloths use the same cutlery whereas those with cloth tablecloths
change the cutlery for each course. 

The main dish is generally lacking in vegetables; it is supposed to be and is often called simply
viande (meat). Restaurants are not generous with vegetables because they tend to be considered
merely as a garnish to meat and also somewhat familiale, that is, what you would eat at home
rather than when eating out. 

The French tend to eat their meat very rare and automatically cook it as such unless otherwise
asked. If asked how you would like your meat: 

rare = saignant, medium = à point, well done = bien cuit. 

Even if you request meat bien cuit, it may still not be fully cooked to your liking.

At the end of the meal, if you order coffee it will automatically be a small black espresso unless
you specifically order it with milk (café au lait). 

When you sit down at your evening meal place setting, the main dinner plate is often immediately
taken away; the French do not like an ‘undressed’ table. 

However, plates are often not provided for breakfast; you eat it on the table mat. The breakfast
service is normally prepared by just one person, which is why you may be asked the night before
at what time in the morning you require breakfast. Coffee, tea or chocolate is the usual choice
but always specify whether you’d like cold or hot milk with it: (lait froid or lait chaud). Extra bread
can be requested, but not more croissants for these are purchased or prepared specifically for
the number of diners. 

Tipping is generally included (service compris) in all the prices although if you think the service
or meal is particularly good, then tips are appreciated. Tips are generally pooled by all staff. 
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Wine

Part of the delight of a Belle France holiday is the chance to enjoy good wines. Consider these
3 categories of quality.

Appellation contrôlée (AC) or (AOC) wines. For example a fair Bordeaux Red, a good Côtes du
Rhône, a Muscadet or a Beaujolais Nouveau may cost around 15€ but can vary as much as 10€
either side of this. A Burgundy Grand Cru etc will generally be more than 25€.

Within these types, individual vineyards may be quite unknown which can make it difficult to decide
but it is fun to discover a local wine that compliments your meal. 

House wine, variously called Cuvée du Patron, Vin de Maison, Réserve de l’Hotel etc. served
in corked 75cl bottles or in pitchers.

It is sometimes an AC but often rather anonymous. As a rule it represents good value, being
a standard wine chosen and bought in quantity by the hotel for general consumption. 

Vin ordinaire is served at table in carafes or pichets (little jugs). Most hotels do not offer this but
cheaper restaurants may include it with the meal at lunchtime. It’s cheap, unrefined and does not
store well but can be ideal! 

Special Diets

If you do not eat meat or have some other dietary restriction we need to be told upon booking.
We let the hoteliers know provided we are told at booking time. However, please also inform the
restaurateur when you arrive at your hotel if you do not eat meat or fish. This is an additional
safeguard because chefs frequently forget after we have told them and little can be done after
you sit down at table.

Vegetarian Meals 

You may just be a non-meat eater. By non-meat eaters we mean clients who do not eat red meat,
game or poultry and possibly fish. We can cater for such customers and we take them regularly.
Some hotels are imaginative when confronted with an order for a non-meat meal but many are
not. We try to persuade them to offer alternatives other than omelette or salad and some are very
obliging. Fish is usually available if your diet permits.

Avoiding consumption of cream, milk and eggs is far more restrictive than simply avoiding meat.
Although we try to cater for vegans, we cannot ensure that, for example, pots and pans have not
been used for the preparation of animal products.

It may be useful to remember or copy out these wordings;

• I eat neither meat nor fish = Je ne mange ni viande, ni poisson

• I do not eat meat but I eat fish = Je ne mange pas de la viande mais je mange du poisson

• I do not eat dairy produce = Je ne mange pas de produits laitiers

• I am allergic to wheat, to yeast, to nuts = Je suis allergique au blé et froment, à la levure,
à toute sorte de noix.

12
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Walking and Cycling Tours

Luggage is transported between hotels by
our own vehicles, local taxis, hoteliers or local
agent personnel. The luggage run starts with bag
collection from hotel lobbies at about 9.30am.
The system works well and customers should
always have their bags delivered before 4.00pm
so long as this doesn’t coincide with market day
traffic jams! 

Cases and bags must be clearly labelled with
a Belle France label and/or the label of the
local agent.

Suitcases, zipped holdalls and any closed
bags are OK but, please, no framed rucksacks
or open topped bags. Ensure wheeled luggage
trolleys can be carried inside suitcases or left
at the base or first hotel, if returning to it.
You should not pack cameras, jewellery, money,
traveller’s cheques or passports in suitcases
to be transferred. 

Also, do not pack bottles in the transported
luggage; they may break. It is best to do your
shopping towards the end of the holiday, and
keep bottles packed in boxes, which can be
labelled with the stickers we can provide.
We’re happy to transport purchases between
hotels for you.

As guests invariably accumulate more on their holiday than they brought, bringing an extra
lightweight empty bag in which to pack purchases is a good idea. This avoids the problem of
numerous inefficient plastic bags. We have plenty of spare luggage labels.

IMPORTANT NOTE: For suitcases on tour you must ensure that your luggage can be carried easily.
Some customers have brought cases we cannot transport because they are too large and heavy.
It is simply that a taxi driver cannot lift the cases, particularly if they have to be hoisted onto a roof
rack. Two small suitcases are preferable to one large heavy case. We request a maximum weight
of 15kg. per item and some of our agents charge a supplement for heavy or additional luggage.

Insurance

Personal holiday insurance must be obtained for all persons travelling.

As we have an important responsibility to ensure the success of your holiday we will be pleased
to arrange cover for you and we comply with FSA Regulations.

Remember that cover should start when you make your booking in case you find it necessary
to cancel your holiday due to unforeseen circumstances. 

Car breakdown insurance is an optional extra. 

Luggage Transport
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Emergencies

The Belle France insurance provider has a 24 hour help line which should be phoned in the case
of needing emergency medical treatment. If you buy your own insurance, ensure a 24 hour help
line for emergencies exists. 

Making Insurance Claims

The procedure for making claims is similar with any insurance company. Claims can only be made
by a customer listed on the booking; each person is covered although the certificate is collective.
Claims cannot be made by Belle France on behalf of a customer. Claiming can await your return
to the UK.

Broken or smashed items such as glasses or camera must be kept. If claiming for loss or theft of
currency, then the receipt obtained when changing money should be produced. You must be clear
about exactly what, how, when and where any loss may have occurred. 

If something is lost or stolen, notification must be made to the local gendarmerie where you should
make a written record of the circumstances of the loss, the name of the gendarme who recorded
the incident and the postal address of the Gendarmerie and the incident number. If any local
expenses are to be claimed, you must keep receipts for anything purchased.

Not everything you take with you is necessarily covered. For example, if you bring your own bikes,
these should be covered under your household policy because they are not classified as luggage.

Insurance and Travel Delays

Most delays outside the control of Belle France, its suppliers or customers, will be covered by
insurance. However, where possible try to obtain a written statement of the incident and keep
all receipts of additional expenditure. Belle France cannot accept responsibility for any elements
not covered by your insurance.
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Dept of Health Advice

The Department of Health issues information pertaining to health in France. You can obtain
a booklet called Health Advice for Travellers from post offices. We recommend you to visit their
website at www.dh.gov.uk/travellers

The European Health Insurance Card

This free plastic card enables you to claim a partial refund, generally about 60%, on most types
of medical expense which you may incur in France. It is a reciprocal arrangement between the
French and the British health services which, basically, states that you, as a National Insurance
paying Briton, can be covered under the French national health service.

The card is valid for 5 years and can be obtained from main post offices or you can apply on line
at www.dh.gov.uk/travellers

It is not an alternative to travel insurance as the EHIC does not cover private medical healthcare,
mountain rescue or repatriation.

Paying for Medical Treatment

The French national health service is of at least a similar standard to ours. If you visit a doctor
in the state sector (médecin agréé or conventionné) you will be invoiced for 23€ - 28€ up front.
Prescription prices are related to manufacturing costs and some medicines may cost 30€ each. 

So, even though you may be reimbursed through insurance, you will still need some cash with
you for basic medical costs should they arise. Medical treatment which you personally initiate,
such as a visit to a doctor, dentist, chemist or hospital, is paid for immediately. Emergency
ambulance transport and hospitalisation is paid for later. If a stay in hospital is needed, you
should contact your insurance company.

Reimbursement

If seeking a refund after your holiday, you will need your European Health Insurance Card, original
bills, prescriptions and receipts and, most importantly, a treatment form (feuille de soins). Expect
to receive up to 70% of the cost of treatment and for prescriptions 15% - 100% depending on
the product.

To make a claim call the Overseas Healthcare Team (Newcastle) on 0191 218 1999
(Mon – Fri 8.00am – 5.00pm)

Emergencies

Emergency telephone calls are free. Dial 15 for the SAMU Service d’Aide Médicale d’Urgence,
a paramedic service which specialises in road accidents.

If you have an accident inaccessible from a drivable road, you can contact les Pompiers by dialling
18. The fire service have fairly fast, often all terrain vehicles. They are trained in first aid, are used to
rescuing people from difficult places and are good at carrying the wounded.

Either service will come quickly and will transport you to a hospital in a main town if it is serious or
to a local doctor if it is less so. If you do not have a mobile phone with you, run to any house you
see and ask to phone.

Medical
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Medical Kits for Walkers 

Carry a simple medical kit to cope with the odd wasp sting, bramble scratch or blister. The bulky
packages in which medication is often sold can be reduced by using relabelled small containers,
or discarded cosmetic bottles. All bits should fit into a small plastic box, toilet bag or pencil case.
Ill fitting boots and insects are the main reasons why medical kits may occasionally be opened. 

Some suggestions:

Insect bites: Small tube of anti-histamine cream (eg Anthisan) for insect bite relief. Repellent cream
or spray may work well for you. 

Sprains: ‘Tubegrip’ is only in limited sizes. A strong crepe bandage (with safety pin) does as well
and is more flexible.

Blisters: Padded adhesive foam helps at the pre blister stage. Blisters start by the feeling of
a ‘hot spot’ on the foot particularly on the toes going downhill. As soon as one is felt, remedial
action should be taken immediately by insulating the spot from the chafing sock and leather.

Scratches: Tube of antiseptic cream or wipes. Sticking plasters, cotton buds, tweezers.

Sunburn: Being caught unprotected on an exposed section in full sun can cause burning quickly.
Prevention by covering head and arms is required. Carry a small tube of sun protection cream
(not oil) and a small moisturiser for dry lips. Wear a hat in summer.

Stomach upset: Indigestion tablets. 

Medical Kits for Cyclists

Cyclists are more likely to suffer sunburn than walkers because one does not always notice burning
when riding in a breeze. To avoid sunstroke drink at least a litre of liquid (non alcoholic!) per day
when cycling and wear a hat.

Saddle soreness can be alleviated by changing the saddle pitch slightly. Buying special padded
cycling underwear or cycling shorts is a good idea. You can bring gel saddle covers or ultra soft
saddles. These certainly improve comfort but make the bike more tiring to ride.

Although we hope this won’t be the case, you can occasionally damage yourself: pedalling in the
sun, walking in undergrowth and falling off the bike. A simple medical kit is quick to prepare. Place
small quantities of medications in empty and relabelled small containers such as cosmetic bottles
etc. Carry in a box, bag or pouch.

KIT: sun cream, tweezers, plasters, anti-histamine cream for relief from insect bites, antiseptic
cream or wipes.

NOTE: As in Britain, all walkers and cyclists abroad are strongly advised to have a tetanus
injection. It now lasts for 10 years. Consult your doctor if unsure of your current status. 
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Spending Money

Many of our hotels are in villages where there may not be a bank or cashpoint machine. It may not
be possible to change money for several days, if at all. 

If your stay only coincides with a bank location on a Sunday, Monday or a fête day no opportunity 
to change money may present itself at all. Study your itinerary or guide notes to see if your stay
coincides with a bank opening. 

You can no longer rely on traveller cheques or being able to change sterling and you should
therefore carry some euro cash with you. You require sufficient money for five things:

1. Daily hotel bar and extras bills. Wine could easily be 25€ per bottle. Coffees and beers
are generally 1€ - 5€. Most hotels accept credit cards, but it’s wise to have some cash in case.

2. Picnic lunches if purchased from hotels are generally 10€ to 20€, the ingredients direct from 
shops about half of that.

3. Entrance fees to museums etc. (typically 8€-12€ for adults) and any souvenirs or wine purchased.

4. If you are eating out you may require more cash, although most restaurants accept credit cards. 

5. You also need some money for emergencies although these are more likely to occur when 
travelling down than when ambling through the countryside.

Changing Money

Most French banks can change sterling into Euros using a UK credit card. Authorisation may be
by phone through a French database for which you are charged. French banks are open from about
9am to 12am and 2pm to 5pm. They are closed Saturday afternoon, Sunday and often Monday.

Outside cash points using PIN numbers are very common and usually at food supermarkets
(often with instructions in English) and most travellers rely solely on these, where your Debit/Switch
card is the best to use.  

Note that hotels do not usually accept travellers cheques.

We recommend that you purchase some Euros from a UK bank, Post Office or travel agent before
your holiday.

Credit Cards

Paying by Visa or Mastercard is acceptable almost everywhere, for motorway tolls, hotels, garages
or supermarkets. Some rural petrol stations may prefer cash. You may be asked to show your
passport when using credit cards. 

Note that the French use a comma instead of a decimal point ie 15,65€.

Money
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Telephones 

Telephoning can be done from any hotel but it is cheaper from call boxes or post offices.
It costs about 2€ for a short off peak call to the UK. Note that French public telephones can
be called from outside or within France if someone wishes to call you back; their number is
always clearly indicated next to or on the apparatus.

To call France from the UK: Dial 0033 followed by the French number minus the initial 0.

To call the UK from France: Dial 0044 then the usual number minus the zero. For example,
to phone Belle France from France, that is Goudhurst 01580 214010, you would need to dial
00 44 1580 214010.

Calls within France: On a landline phone, just dial the 10 digit number.

On a mobile you MAY have to insert the French country code 00 33 first, followed by the French
number without the zero.

Phone boxes no longer take coins. Télécartes can be purchased at post offices, cafés and Bureaux
de Tabacs (look for the red diamond sign outside). Purchase is advisable and prices start at 8€.

Postage 

Post from central France to the UK takes about three days although postcards, for some reason,
are slower. The current EU rate is 0.59€ but the rate often changes in mid August. Stamps are
available from a Tabac as well as from Post Offices.

Public Holidays

On jours fériés most large shops are closed and public transport ceases or is limited. If the holiday
falls on a Thursday then many workers take the Friday off as well so again expect limited services.
You should also be aware that in rural France most shops and commerces are closed on Mondays.

Electricity 

220 volts. Plugs are two pin, so European adapters will be required. Please note the use of hair
driers in razor points will almost certainly cause problems (ie blow circuits) as some hair driers now
have a rating of 1 kilowatt which is far too high for anything other than a mains socket. The same
applies to travelling kettles and irons, although in some hotels an iron and board can be borrowed. 

Swimming

Note that municipal swimming pools do not let you bathe in swimming shorts; they have to be
swimming trunks. Also, they tend to charge outsiders, that is non commune ratepayers, a higher
price for entry. Many pools insist on a bathing cap for both sexes.

Canoeing

Many customers will have a chance to canoe for a day which is good fun. You must be able to
swim 50m clothed. You should be given a waterproof canister in which to place picnic and camera.
Carry a little cash for cafés and phones. Clothing needs to be simple and soakable – don’t forget
a hat for the sun. Old plimsolls, canvas shoes or sturdy plastic water sandals are ideal footwear.

Local Services

18
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General

It can be quite difficult to decide what clothes to bring. If passing through Paris you may be
ambling down the Champs Elysées in a natty little number. Two days later climbing or riding up
a hill in the sun and, that evening, stumbling in the dark to a local village folklore evening. On the
following day it may pour with rain! Even so, in spite of the varied conditions of an outdoor mobile
holiday, we suggest certain guidelines.

There is a real tendency to bring far too much, particularly because bags are transported for you
between hotels. 

Remember ...

• There are weight limits on suitcases imposed by us and by transport companies of 15kg.

• Particularly if travelling by rail or air, you need to be able to carry your luggage easily.

• It can be tedious packing large amounts of luggage every one or two days when
travelling between hotels.

• In many hotels there are facilities for washing and drying clothes and this obviates the
need on a ten day holiday to bring ten sets of everything.

• There are no locations where very smart clothes are the norm; most locations are rural
and, in any case, the local or holidaying French dress extremely casually.

Picnic Gear 

When walking or cycling picnic gear needs to be simple and light: a plastic or aluminium water
bottle, a small plate and spoon. A small plastic box permits the picnicker to purchase delicate items
such as patisserie and the box provides a receptacle for rubbish. One 1-litre hard plastic container
is better than many little plastic bags. 

Your Holiday Photos

We are always seeking photos for the brochure particularly those showing walkers or cyclists. If you
think you have a good snapshot in a high resolution digital format, and do not mind us publishing it,
send it to Belle France. If it is printed in the next brochure, we will give you a £50 voucher off your
next Belle France holiday. So snap away!

Clothing
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Guide Notes

Your walking guide notes contain instructions, suggestions and advice which are subject to
change, error and different interpretation particularly over effects of weather, conditions underfoot,
directions, waymarking and maps. Walkers should read this guide with prudence and be aware
that changed, unusual or extreme conditions encountered in the countryside will affect their timing,
comfort and safety. This guide cannot cover all possible conditions encountered.

We are always interested in keeping our directions accurate so if you come across any daft errors
then do please let us know.

IGN Maps

IGN is the Institut Géographique National, the French equivalent of the Ordnance Survey. Please
note that IGN are slowly revising their maps and versions do not always have the same style and
the keys and symbols may be slightly different. For example, a double dashed line used to indicate
a track is being replaced by a single thick black line. Old style maps have contours 5 metres apart
but some newer ones are 10 metres apart and this makes the maps look different.

Note: The letter O means ouest (west) and the letter E means est (east).

Map Accuracy

The maps are 1:25,000 which is 1cm to 250m (about 700 yards to the inch). When walking, you
may encounter areas where the lie of the land does not accurately resemble the map, for example
through forests or vineyards, where agricultural work has created wide new tracks and obliterated
old paths, where tracks have been tarred or new buildings constructed.

Rights of Way

In most areas open footpaths are more extensive than in the UK. In fact national French public
rights of way are not codified in law at all, except on roads. Legally, only members of the commune
(roughly translated as the parish) have rights on land around the village and even these have been
granted for specific access, for example, to a particular coppice or sheepfold.

In practice, attitude to trespass is relaxed and you can walk more or less wherever you wish
provided that you do not cross fences, growing crops or seeded fields. Generally you cannot walk
between vineyard rows or in orchards other than on clear access tracks. Cattle and sheep ranges
are generally open. Most tractor tracks between fields are communal because they lead to scattered
plots, outlying fields, plantations or vineyards and each inhabitant of the commune has the right to
walk to any of them. This also means, of course, that hunters, cars, motorcycles and horses can use
them as well. So most open tracks can be walked on.

France, particularly the Massif Central, has no tradition of gates or stiles. Gates are silly tangled
arrangements of barbed wire on loose poles that you untie from a post to pass through. If you
encounter a path, even a waymarked one, with a single string or wire lashed temporarily across, this
is to keep animals in or to guide cows when they amble home for milking; it is not designed to keep
you out. You will see signs saying Privé but this generally refers to the land next to the track: not the
track itself. The sign Chasse Gardée or Reserve de Chasse simply mean that hunters from other
communes cannot hunt in this one without permission. 
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Compass

A compass is essential. It is very useful when following the walking routes but it can become
crucial if you become lost. You do not need to know how to calculate a compass bearing.
The easiest method is just to point the compass guide arrow to north, turn and hold it to north,
and then read off NNW or SSE etc directly from it.

Clothing for Walkers

Clothing should be comfortable, made from breathable fabrics, loose-fitting and without thick
seams. Bright colours tend to scare away wildlife although it makes it easier for humans to spot you.
A layer system is advisable: light coverings which are peeled off to suit prevailing conditions which
may vary greatly throughout the day. 

This means bringing, say, two very light pullovers rather than one thick one. Most people walk in
trousers or shorts depending upon the weather conditions. Many women find walking in skirts best
although long skirts are not practical. In hot weather a hat is required for the sun and it should have
a wide brim or peak which is useful when walking into the low afternoon sun. Bring both sun
protection cream and sunglasses.

Wet weather gear should be light because, even though rain may occur, the temperature is unlikely
to be low. Light waterproof jackets and cagoules are fine although they are bulky; capes take up half
the space. An umbrella can be handy as it enables you to read maps in the rain, it is up or down in
a jiffy and doubles as a parasol. In brief, come lightly prepared for anything with everything in a light
day rucksack.

Footwear

Footwear is most important; you need to think what standard of gradients, mossy rocks, broken
limestone, mud and water the footwear can handle, with you still remaining comfortable and in
control.

There is a perennial argument over which type of footwear is best; boots or trainers. In our view
it is always best to bring light walking boots for the terrain you are likely to encounter. Some people
are used to trainers and have no problems, although such footwear does need to have a good grip
on the soles. A disadvantage with trainers is that you can easily bash your toes, they can lack ankle
support and they rarely grip as well as boots. However, they can be lighter, cheaper and you can
be more nimble.

A plea: if you are buying new boots please try to walk about in them to test them before the holiday,
even if the advert says you need not.

It is best not to leave it until the last minute. Wear them around the house for six hours at a time.
Boots can be worn-in quicker if they are really wetted, inside and out. If you buy new boots and they
are too large, do not believe you can pack them out with socks. The socks will compress and you
will slide about and blister. If they pinch, do not believe they will stretch with use; they will not. 

Generally, the more expensive the boot, the less walking-in it requires. The modern type of soft
leather/fabric boots are initially comfortable but may not always be comfortable over long distances.
However, leather boots, when worn in, have a long and untroubled life.
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Ensure that the boot is a good and comfortable fit in the shop because wearing the boot will
not much improve the fit after purchase. Socks are equally important and some spare pairs are
required. Do not choose very thick walking socks because of compression. Although you can
often wash bits and pieces out in hotels, cotton (recommended) and wool socks take longest 
to dry out overnight.

What to Carry

A light day rucksack is required to carry camera, picnics, spare clothing etc. A 30 litre sack each 
is generally ample. If it is slightly too big, it is much easier to pack and to find things when rooting
about, although it is more bulky.

In addition, a small bum-bag is extremely useful if summer walking when big pockets are not
available. It can carry a compact camera, folded map, walking guide and compass. Ensure the
zip is good and the bag is not too small. 

Contents: Below is a list of items that may be worth carrying with you.

1. Plastic picnic box 2. An aluminium water bottle

3. A folding umbrella 4. Small pair of binoculars

5. A light waterproof (sometimes over-trousers) 6. A hat

7. Woollen pullover tightly rolled with rubber bands 8. Camera 

9. Medical and emergency boxes

We suggest the following “emergency” items:

• A whistle • Phonecard/mobile 

• An emergency aluminium foil blanket • A small flat container of toilet paper

• Matches or lighter • Safety pins

• Wrapped spare batteries • Spare miniature compass

• Coins • Mini torch

• String • Pen

Water

If a notice on a tap or fountain says ‘Eau non potable’ it means the water is impure or stale and
should not be drunk.

Walking Alone 

Much countryside is remote where walkers are unlikely to meet anyone. 

It is a good idea to take the usual emergency items: whistle, pocket torch and thermal aluminium
blanket pack. If you feel confident, you need not carry these emergency items but they take little
room and we advise it particularly if you walk without companions.
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Timing of Walks

The estimates that we make for walking times may be different to your actual times. We have
found that the speed of walkers varies considerably with some walking twice as fast as others.
Remember that rain or heat will reduce your stamina. If the day promises to be hot, try to get the
bulk of the walk over in the morning and avoid walking in the early afternoon when the sun is at
peak. We suggest you take long lunch breaks anyway.

Safety

The environment of the walk should not be a great surprise. You will know roughly how far, what
altitudes and conditions underfoot the walks comprise and weather conditions have a good chance
of being similar to when you set out. Nevertheless nature can be awkward in the countryside.

Correct Direction

Getting lost is generally more of an embarrassment than a danger, but it can become tricky if you
lose your visibility as well. Most people get lost not because they took a wrong turning but because
they were dreaming and forgot to turn at all. The best rule is to return to where you are sure you
were on the map or at the last known map landmark or waymark. Do not attempt to cut across to
where you should be unless you can see both the spot and the way to it.

If weather conditions or poor light obscure landmarks take extra care. As a rule, there is some
warning so get prepared before visibility fails.

Decide whether you are going to continue, go back or deviate to a village. Take a compass bearing
on the furthest landmark or general direction immediately. Every few minutes, calculate how far you
have walked since the last identifiable location and in what direction. Study the map contours and
slopes carefully; they become a more useful ally in poor visibility, especially in thick woods. If
nightfall approaches make for a road. On a dark night country lanes are generally navigable; woods
and fields are not.
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Flash Floods

A flash flood occurs quickly because extremely heavy rain takes too long to drain. This is made
worse if the topsoil is not absorbent. Flash floods occur mostly in autumn and generally cause
only a temporary delay. The effect on the walker, apart from testing whether wet weather gear
is genuinely waterproof, is difficulty in crossing the instant streams created. If the stream is, for
example 20 feet across, more than knee deep and flowing at a fast walking pace, then it will
be difficult to get across; particularly if very stony. 

• If you must cross dangerous water then take these precautions.

• Look upstream to ensure no logs or debris are rolling down the current.

• Look downstream with some thought about being swept there and whether
or not you can get out.

• Keep your boots on although you can remove your socks.

• Obtain a stick for determining where to put each foot; dark coloured boulders
look similar to deep holes underwater.

• Ensure that both hands are free and used solely to carry a stick.

• Do not stand on rocks until you have checked they are firm.

Wind

Strong winds are inconvenient but sometimes they can represent danger. The Mistral or Sirocco,
for example, can blow at 70mph and this is accelerated when walking between rocks or along rock
faces. On very windy days, take care on exposed ridges, particularly when approaching them from
the leeward side. Bend down low. If, when bent double, you are still unstable on your feet, crawl or
go back.

Electrical Storms

An electrical storm is one with lightning. They tend to start and finish quickly and rarely last more
than a couple of hours. They are common in mountainous or hilly areas after a few days of still, very
hot weather. Their rapidity of development means you can inadvertently walk into one and have little
time to seek shelter. A storm brewing may be preceded by increasingly active biting insects, silent
birds and the formation of dense dark clouds, but the first warning is generally the sound of thunder. 

When the thunderclap almost coincides with the flash, the lightning may be within striking distance.
Furthermore, bolts may come from two sources. Considering that the generation of electricity may
be occurring only 200 yards away, the precaution is to avoid both exposure and obvious conductors. 

• If on a ridge, get off it, down the sheltered side if possible.

• If on open ground, get down as low as you can in wet weather gear and squat
on your rucksack as an insulator.
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• Avoid proximity to isolated buildings, trees, rock pinnacles and water because
a strike electrifies everything nearby until absorbed by earth.

If a companion has been struck by lightning and the pulse and breathing has stopped, you must
start cardiac massage and mouth to mouth resuscitation immediately.

Hornets

Twice the size of a wasp with a low drone when flying with their legs hanging down. They tend
to be solitary. They love wine and grapes so you may find one swimming in your glass!

Cattle

Some walking routes, even official waymarked footpaths, cross areas where cattle are kept.
Generally, livestock permitted to graze freely in the hills create no danger. Range cattle must be 
kept safe by mixing bulls with cows. A field of bulls, such as fighting bulls in France or Spain, is 
very difficult to enter and you should not attempt to do so. However, you may encounter behaviour
in cattle which is a bit worrying and which is unavoidable when on a range.

Cows can be awkward only when protecting newly born calves, when cornered or barring your
route. Cows, bullocks and horses can be very curious and rush up to you in a group although they
will never attack in a group. Aggressive behaviour in cattle is indicated when they refuse to be
shooed away: they stand their ground and stare directly at you. They may paw the ground and you
can see that they are concerned.

The solution is to walk round them at least 30 yards away. Putting distance between you and cattle
will solve any concern for either party. Shouting or waving a stick - although often advised against –
is actually unlikely to antagonise them further.

Dogs

Farmers working dogs are generally fairly well trained barking machines which do nothing but scare
you. They do not generally follow you, they are small and little more than a nuisance. However,
urban dogs in the suburbs found at the entrance to villages and towns are more likely to be a
problem if they are unfenced. Walk away, making initial friendly gestures and noises. If this is
ineffective, you can try shouting loudly. You can purchase button operated electronic dog scarers
and some walkers have found these useful. 

Snakes

The only serious venomous snakes are adders and their bites are not fatal to healthy adults. They
are rarely more than 18" long and are very beautiful, shy and scared. There is a much fatter longer
snake with zig zags which is not venomous, although it bites. Take care when climbing sunny walls
or very stony rocks using your hands. They also like sitting in dusty paths but scuttle away on your
approach. If bitten, try to identify the snake, take it very easy and walk slowly or get a lift to the
nearest house and call a doctor. Do not suck out the poison or apply a tourniquet.
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Cycling Clothing

Headgear: Although the majority of our routes are along quiet roads and tracks we strongly
recommend that you wear a cycle helmet. It is essential that the helmet should fit snugly, is
comfortable, light and well ventilated and we therefore recommend that you buy your own. Our local
rep will have helmets that you can hire locally as an extra. If you really don’t want to wear a helmet
we suggest a simple cotton hat with a brim. Baseball type caps with peaks provide good shade and
greater wind resistance but do not protect the ears from the sun and are liable to come off at speed.

For footwear, stout trainers are probably best. It is worth remembering that, even when you go
riding, you are likely to spend quite some time walking; scrambling up a hill to get a view, visiting 
a beach or church, pushing your bike through a town and, sometimes, pushing your bike up a very
steep hill. A general rule is that footwear should be light but strong with a stiff rubber or composition
sole. Plimsolls, flimsy sandals or espadrilles are totally inadequate. Ensure laces have short loops
and are well tied.

Loose fitting shorts are generally best for both sexes. To avoid sunburn, long-sleeved blouses and
shirts are advisable until forearms are seasoned. Light cotton trousers are useful to protect the
knees if you are inclined to burn.

Lycra shorts vary greatly in price. They are extremely comfortable but only the cyclist’s type have
built-in padding. Although we provide comfortable saddles, without special shorts or saddle covers
you may still experience a little saddle soreness!! 

Cycling gloves are a good idea; they protect the hands from the sun, provide protection in a fall and
give a better grip. 

You should carry something warm if it threatens to be chilly eg tracksuit top or jumper. Wet weather
gear can be carried if you think it may rain. Many people do not bother to carry it with them every
day but rely on shower dodging if the weather is unsettled. A waterproof peaked cap is a good idea,
particularly if you normally wear glasses. The rain is never cold, so light wet weather gear is adequate.

The general rule about clothing is that it should be light, loose fitting, easily washable and contain
no thick seams.

What to Bring for Cycling

Sunglasses are a virtual necessity. Apart from their glare-reducing qualities they also stop the
odd insect and, sometimes, dust from going into the eyes. Swimwear, including a towel, can be
brought for you may be tempted by the river beaches or local swimming pools. River beaches are
not always sandy so plastic water sandals can be useful especially if you hire a canoe or a boat for
a day, which you can do in most areas.
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If you already possess a good saddle you can bring it with you and it can be fitted in the bike
workshop. You need not bring the saddle post but you should bring the clips.

We do not provide water bottles or clips. Plastic mineral water bottles are widely available ad easy to
handle but they tend to split. There is sufficient space to carry them in the panniers although a strong
plastic or one litre screw top aluminium water bottle, into which you pour a purchased drink, is best. 

Carrying Things 

Each adult cyclist can have two small canvas panniers for the purpose of carrying daily needs.
They are best used by putting items in plastic boxes which are then placed into panniers; this is
better than numerous plastic bags. You do not have to carry much, just your picnic lunch, drink,
map and camera. Indeed, one should plan to travel as lightly as possible for you will notice the
extra weight over a long tour or hill. 

A small day knapsack or bag can be useful and can be strapped onto the luggage rack but such
additional capacity is hardly necessary. Aim not to carry anything on your body as there is a tendency
to lose loose things from pockets when cycling so the best solution is to buy a money belt. Coins
and notes can also be kept in a little tin or plastic zipped purse in your pannier. Back packs adversely
affect the balance of the bike whilst cycling.

Where Can You Ride?

Naturally, you can ride on any tarred road. There are a vast number of little surfaced lanes in France,
far more per square mile than in Britain owing to an economy which used to be based on small
villages. In addition, there exist an even greater number of non-metalled tracks. These join surfaced
roads and may be cinder, stones or beaten earth. Unlike Britain, most of the tracks running between
the fields are communal and provided they are not fenced off you can feel free to ride on them. 

Some cinder and beaten earth forestry tracks offer good surfaces for miles although if you use them
you have a greater chance of a puncture from dead brambles. As these tracks are communal it also
means, of course, that cars, motorcycles and horses can use them too, but this is infrequent. So, if
you see a farm track or path that looks appealing, provided it has no crops or gates across it, the
land can be used for cycling.

What Happens If You Lose Your Bike?

Whenever you leave your bike it must be padlocked. This is when going into shops and cafés, visiting
sites, popping into a toilet. Even when stored at night in the hotel garage, bikes should be padlocked.
The padlocks are combination locks and very quick to put on and off - every cyclist has one. 

Furthermore, you should always padlock bikes in a certain way and that is nose to tail. It is rare that
you find anything to lock a bike to but there is no point in locking a bike to itself. The solution is to
lock a bike to another one and this is best done by overlapping half of the bike with another and
putting both padlocks on. If there is a third bike, half overlap that as well. 

Over 25 years and thousands of cycling holidays Belle France has only lost seven bikes through
theft. In these cases either the bikes were not locked or they were locked individually. 

If your bike is stolen it will be replaced as soon as possible. There is an understandable delay in
getting it out to you but you would normally have a duplicate bike later that day. The replaced bike
may not be of the exact specification as the old one. As Belle France covers for loss the bikes it
owns or hires, you may also be required to pay the excess on the insurance claim. Furthermore,
you must report the theft to the nearest local gendarmerie.
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Bringing Your Own Bicycles

If you are bringing your own bikes on a roof-rack, pack them flat between old carpets or similar.
Twist the handlebars, remove the pedals and padlock the bikes to the rack. Bikes can also be
carried on bike racks, either on the roof or on a carrier on the back which either clamps onto the
boot lid or on a tow-bar hitch.

In either case, it will mean your vehicle is an excess size which may involve extra ferry costs. If
carrying bikes on the back of the car, ensure you pack the car such that you do not have to open
the boot during your journey. 

To deter thieves, lock the bikes to each other and to the rack. Bikes carried on cars, as with
suitcases on roof-racks, are not generally covered by insurance companies because such theft is
not considered as a break-in and the personal holiday insurance we provide does not treat them as
baggage. To insure your own bikes, you normally require an extension to your ordinary household
insurance if it includes bikes. Or you can purchase separate bicycle insurance. Obtaining it from the
CTC (Cycle Touring Club) is good value.

If you have an English bike with non metric threads then it is necessary to bring British tools;
imperial spanners etc and any spares with British threads. As a rule, it is best to bring with you any
very specialist tools eg Japanese free wheel remover. The standard continental tyre is 700C which is
about 27": a dangerously loose fit on a 27" wheel, although the inner tubes fit well. If you have
imperial measurement wheels, bring some English spokes and a spare cover.

Route Suggestions

The routes suggested in our Cycling Notes that you receive with your travel pack are not definitive.
Do not think you must stick to any route suggestion; they are simply indications of what we
considered to be the most interesting non main-road route to the next hotel. We generally try to 
offer more than one option each day so you can take a detour to places of interest or simply get
from A to B as effortlessly as possible!

Bike Failure

If your bike fails you in some way, your manual and spares kit normally obviates any need to call us
out. We are thinking here of things like punctures, adjustments to the gears, loose mudguard etc.
and your bike should be supplied with a small puncture repair kit. 

If the problem is more severe and a repair is required on a Belle France bike there may be a bike
shop nearby. Take the bike there, keep the bill and we will reimburse you. Failing this, you must then
contact our local representative. 

Total breakdowns are rare. For example, the bike can become inoperative through a severely
buckled wheel, broken chain, broken derailleur or as a result of a crash. If you have irretrievably
broken down you must phone and call us out. As soon as we can get to you, your bike will be
repaired or replaced to get you back on the road.
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Cycling Safety

Some action can be taken to reduce risks if you are aware of what they are. Cycling can become
unsafe for several reasons:

RAIN: You are exposed and high up on a bicycle and riding in the rain is uncomfortable. In the wet,
brakes, particularly side pull types, will be noticeably less effective. Whilst bikes do not aquaplane,
water on the tyre makes it more slippery, particularly on smooth road surfaces. Brake levers are
more difficult to grip and, if you wear them, glasses can become obscured. You need to ride with
greater attention and, if possible, sit out a downpour.

TRAFFIC: When cycling, traffic constitutes more of a fear than a real physical danger. Vehicles
passing close to you are a bigger problem than their speed because it can be scary. For the most
part, main roads can be avoided but, particularly when approaching towns and crossing bridges, all
cyclists are likely to use a busy highway several times.

BIKE MECHANICS: When the bicycle is issued it should be safe to ride and everything important on
the bike should work when it leaves the workshop. During use, danger can arise mainly because
things can become loose. Ensure your saddle does not swivel and that your handlebars do not twist
easily. Ensure wheels do not wobble in the forks and that particularly the bottom pannier hook is still
correctly attached. Even check your mudguard nuts because stray stays can enter spokes. 

If you tinker with the bike, as you may have to with a puncture for example, ensure you put all the
items back correctly and tightly.

So, keep an eye on your bike mechanics. If nuts become loose, tighten them. If preliminary
adjustment on gears goes adrift, adjust it back. If brake blocks wear down, adjust and pull them in.
The toolkit issued with the bike has the tools required to keep most things tight.

YOUR BODY: It is worth remembering that cycling uses muscles of which you were unaware. More
importantly, it can make you realise that the muscles you thought you possessed are, in fact, absent!
Some practice before you come will make the experience of cycling in France easier and more
enjoyable. 
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ROAD SURFACES: French road surfaces are generally good but a problem arises with road
repairs. The spraying of tar and shovelling of chippings, often without rolling, means that loose
chippings can accumulate on bends and bikes can skid on them. These loose layers are not always
easy to distinguish. The worst type of road surface for skidding on bends is small pebbles. Take care
when zooming down hills with bends at the bottom.

ORGANISATION: Try to match effort to ability, especially if you are not quite sure what your ability
is. Do not tackle things which may be too difficult, at least, not to start with. A spontaneous addition
to a modest ride is often more successful than an ambitious grand tour which has to be abandoned. 

RIDER ERROR: Belle France cyclists have had very few accidents but the most common cause
appears to be dreaming. You coast down a hill, birds singing, looking at the view and ride straight
into a ditch. You constantly need to look where you are going. Also, when on the saddle, do not try
to read the map, fiddle with the panniers or eat and drink!

Ride on the right and keep to the Highway Code. For example, do not ride up one way streets
- walk up. Give clear hand signals, do not ride two abreast unless on a lonely road. Do not go too
fast round bends.

Cycling in France is great fun but you are riding on unfamiliar roads on an unfamiliar machine so
prudence is required. Take the learning experience gently and you should enjoy it.

If you are too hot or soaking wet, dirty, thirsty, in disaccord with your companions, overloaded,
mechanically badly adjusted, uncomfortable and lost, you are far more likely to have an accident.
But, if you get these aspects right, then it is joy, sweetness and light.

Riding A Bike

How to Ride a Bike

No, this is not a silly section. You see car drivers overtaking imprudently, leaving junctions badly
or parking awkwardly, even though they have been driving for years. There are still some things they
can learn to improve their efficiency, comfort and safety on the road.

The biggest difference between undertaking a bike journey and a car journey is that on a bike the
fuel is you. You may become frustrated in a car because the road is too winding, travel is too slow
in traffic or a parking place cannot be found. None of these things happen on a bike which is nice
but there are other things that, like car travel, can lead to concern.

Fatigue

Becoming tired is the biggest problem. Just because you are keen and think you are fit does not
mean you can do what you want on a bike or that the bike will do what you want. Until you have
had some experience on a bike, it is difficult to tell which aspect of cycling you are best at. Maybe
you are good at going up hills, maybe you are more deft at gear changing. So, to start with, take it
easy, do not be over ambitious and plan modest deviations only. 
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Cadence

Cadence is basically the natural rhythm at which you operate best. By best we mean the most
comfortable and the most productive. You should adjust the gears on a bike so they match your
cadence. Have you ever climbed stairs with 6" treads? Or, have you ever tried walking on railway
sleepers? The only people who can walk comfortably, matching their cadence, on railway sleepers
are children with short legs or old men with short steps. Two at a time is uncomfortably long, one at
a time is trippingly short. This is what it is like riding a bike in the wrong gear.

Gears

You have gears on bikes for the same reason as you have them on cars. It is because power cannot
be delivered with equal efficiency over all speeds and loads. 

The speed at which you turn the pedals is determined mostly by your cadence. It is not determined
by the terrain. Always run in a gear in which you feel comfortable: fairly brisk and faster than your
heartbeat is usual.

If your cadence feels comfortable at 80 revs a minute then, ideally, this 80 per minute should be kept
whether you are going uphill or downhill. This is what your gears are for; to maintain your cadence
over varying gradients. 

Remember that if you are in the wrong gear on a bike, your body is less forgiving than if you are 
on the wrong gear on a car. Your car engine simply sounds uncomfortable and labours at too high 
or low revs but if you are in the wrong gear on a bike it becomes twice as tiring than if your gear,
bike frame, cadence, heartbeat and breathing all match. 

Most importantly for both you and the machine; change gear before the manoeuvre. That is, 
change into low gear before the traffic light or change into high gear at the crest of the hill, not 
when zooming down it. Wobbling about at the wrong time can occur because cyclists did not
change gear five seconds beforehand and are now no longer in full control.

Strain

No prolonged standing on the pedals. When you see the Tour de France cyclists with astounding
standing on pedals for a 3000 feet hill climb, remember that not only are they pushing with their 
legs but they are pulling with their arms. Like archers, each limb has to be equally strong. 

It is unlikely that you can share the burden between limbs and you will use just your weight to stand
on pedals. This is an unproductive means of travel and also one in which you have little control.
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Safety: A warning triangle must be carried and reflective yellow vests for each occupant
must be carried within the passenger space. A GB sticker is required by law although many
drivers do not stick them on. It is law for back seat passengers to wear seatbelts. It is not currently
a legal requirement in France for cars to carry fire extinguishers, or first aid kits but these are
strongly recommended. You should carry a self test breathalyser but there is no fine for not
having one.

Bulbs: By law you need to carry spare bulbs for any car light that may fail, together with the means
of replacing them, generally a star slot screwdriver. White, non yellow headlamps are now permitted
in France for all cars but British cars must have a lens converter or drivers must block off the lens
section which dips to the left. If you know what part of the lens to block off, it can done with sticky
tape. If not, you can buy a kit, appropriate for your car model, from a motor accessory shop.

Documents: Vos papiers s’il vous plait. It is law, when driving in France, to always be in possession
of your driving licence, insurance certificate and the registration document or proof of ownership
document. You must notify your insurer that the car is being taken abroad and check with them the
level of cover provided.

Car Breakdown Insurance

If you have booked vehicle breakdown insurance through Belle France, if your car breaks down in
France, telephone the 24 hours emergency number on the certificate for assistance. They will
contact a local garage which is part of a national network who will come to your aid. Night call-outs
take longer. You will be required to pay for whatever needs doing to your car. All bills must be kept.

Route Directions

For directions from your port of arrival to your hotel we recommend that you download a route from
www.michelin.com 

We suggest printing a copy in miles so that you can easily monitor your progress on your trip-meter.
Don’t forget to download your return journey.
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Before your holiday begins, ensure that you have everything from Belle France:

• Itinerary

• Walking, cycling or driving notes

• Maps

• Travel details

• Tickets and vouchers

And don’t forget to bring:

1. Valid passport

2. Tickets

3. European Health Insurance Card

4. Cash, including some in small denominations

5. Personal Travel insurance details

6. Car breakdown insurance if purchased

7. Driving Licence

8. Vehicle Registration Document

9. Insurance Certificate and remember to notify your car insurer of your trip

10.Any necessary medicines

Please do not be deterred by all this detail and information!

We want you to get the very best you possibly can from your Belle France holiday; a little thought
and preparation in advance will go a long way to ensuring you return feeling invigorated, fulfilled
and with many wonderful memories.

And remember... we love to hear about your holiday experiences so if you have any pictures to
share (slides or digital) we’d love to see them. And for any aspiring travel writers out there, we’re
hoping to feature travelogues and diaries on our website in the future to give a real first-hand flavour
of our holidays, so please feel free to put pen to paper. For anything that we use, we’ll give you £50
off your next Belle France holiday.

Bonnes Vacances!

Checklist
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